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The market’s inflation views, and our own, have
evolved quite substantially over the past two years.
The initial upswing in inflation in 2020 was narrow
and its sustainability was met with skepticism. As
we posited in our June 2020 note,1 the strength
of consumer incomes aided by generous transfer
payments, combined with the shift of consumer
MSIM Global Multi-Asset Team, “Stars Aligned for Higher
Inflation,” Global Multi Asset Viewpoint, May 2020.
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Display 1: Sharp Rise in Underlying Inflation
US Core CPI Ex-Covid Impacted Categories2
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Inflation has emerged as the central macro issue
over the past two of years. As most major central
banks tighten policy, inflation trajectory will
remain key to assessing the likely macro and market
outcomes. In this note, we discuss three scenarios
for inflation and monetary policy and assess market
implications of each. While the dreaded recession
scenario is a possibility, we do not see it as the
dominant scenario. Higher sustained inflation
in the context of slower but resilient economic
growth appears to be the more likely one over
the next 12-18 months, with mildly negative real
returns for major asset classes. Beyond near-term
considerations, recent geopolitical developments
are likely to lead to accelerated decarbonization,
fragmentation of supply chains and looser fiscal
policies which raises the probability of inflation
remaining higher on a secular basis.
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demand to goods from services, resulted in a rapid increase of
demand for consumer goods. Supply shortfalls developed in
many categories (most notably cars) as the lockdowns affected
supply chains globally. As we expected, core goods CPI in
the U.S. increased dramatically, exceeding 12% in February
2022 as higher oil prices also helped to lift headline inflation.
Yet the markets and policy makers remained skeptical of the
sustainability of higher inflation readings. Short-term market
inflation expectations (inflation swaps) widened as inflation
rose, but medium-term expectations remained subdued,
with the 5-year/5-year forward inflation swap remaining
at 2.3% by the end of 2020, equivalent to below-target
personal consumption expenditures (PCE), while Chairman
Powell continued to call inflation “transitory” in an FOMC
statement as late as April 2021.
By the summer of 2021, inflation pressures began to
broaden in the US. Having been concentrated in COVIDaffected categories, inflation accelerated in previously
unaffected segments of the economy. In our August 2021,
note we wrote about inflation becoming more entrenched,3
and indeed both wages and rents proceeded to accelerate
in recent months, reaching 4.7% and 5.1% in April 2022,
respectively. The real estate boom in individual and multifamily housing became apparent with house prices rising
18.8% by the middle of the year.4 The labor market had
begun to show signs of tightness that indicated wage
pressures even beyond what might have been expected
normally given the cyclical conditions.
Inflation has spread internationally as well, with core CPI
reaching 3.8% in the eurozone, 5.4% in the U.K. and
4.6% in Canada in April.5 We viewed this as confirmation
of what looked like a major global inflationary upswing,
having observed that large inflation outbreaks in the
past (after World War I and World War II, as well as in
the 1970s) were globally synchronous. The rates market
remained unimpressed and 5-year/5-year forward inflation
swaps continued to trade close to levels equivalent to target
PCE inflation. However, consumer inflation expectations
began to move up, reaching 3.0% by the end of the first
quarter of 2021.6 Likewise, major central banks started to
pivot hawkishly with Fed Governor Brainard’s speech in
November 2021, in effect launching the Fed’s hawkish turn.

Recent inflation releases indicate that these trends have
been extending. Inflation readings suggest that “transitory”
categories, like core goods and food, continue unabated
while “underlying” inflation pressures are firming. Services
inflation in the U.S. was 6.9% (3 months over 3 months
change, annualized) in April, and median inflation
accelerated to 6.4% (3 months over 3 months change,
annualized), having been 1.5% at the trough in January
2021. Categories excluding those affected by COVID-19
also accelerated to 6.2% (3 months over 3 months
change, annualized) pace in April 2022 (see Display 1).
Owners’ equivalent rent has shown no signs of abating
and wage growth remains high, though it has moderated
somewhat in recent months. Median CPI, which we view
as a representative measure of the overall inflation trend,
continues to accelerate and reached a new high of 6.4% in
April (3 months over 3 months change, annualized).
At this juncture, we see three possible near-term scenarios
for inflation and, consequently, for the broader macro
picture. While they vary widely, we note that historical
precedents (at least loosely defined) for how things evolved
after an inflation spike exist for each of them, which
is an added reason to keep an open mind to a range of
possibilities. We consider the three most likely scenarios
below in order of increasing probability.
to borrow a term, would be
the most desirable outcome today.7 In this case, consumption
shifts back to services and away from goods, while the
aggressive policy stimulus that generated the initial inflation
surge in 2020 is withdrawn smoothly. With transfer
payments and COVID-19 in the past, labor market tightness
will prove temporary as workers re-enter the labor force.
As fiscal support wanes, monetary policy would need to be
tightened only moderately, merely returning to its “neutral”
rate. Economic growth remains resilient in the face of these
headwinds as consumers dip into accumulated excess savings.
In the case of the U.S., this would mean inflation quickly
reverts to 2% and the Fed funds rate would not need to
peak much above 2%, bringing the real policy rate to zero.
The post-WWII decade appears to be the most comparable
historical period to this: inflation spiked after the end of
the war, while pent-up demand was met with the industry’s
1. “IMMACULATE DISINFLATION,”

MSIM Global Multi-Asset Team, “Inflation Outlook – One Year Later,” Global Multi Asset Viewpoint, August 2021.
MSIM Global Multi-Asset team estimates; Haver.
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inability to match it due to the industry being restructured
to meet military needs. While policy rates rose modestly, it
appears that the majority of disinflation occurred naturally
over a period of two years, similarly to how the ‘immaculate’
scenario of inflation declines back to target in 2023.
A return to a “Goldilocks” environment in this scenario would
lead to a stabilization of bond yields and a mild re-steepening
of the yield curve. Equity valuations would not be threatened
by the risk of slower growth and may remain elevated, perhaps
even undoing some of the recent derating. In general, this
would be most like the environment that reigned in markets
before 2020. Conditions for equities and traditional multiasset portfolios would likely be extremely positive, and all the
more so for growth stocks. We would expect S&P 500 to rise
by the end of this year, with global stocks rallying. Global
bonds (Bloomberg Global Agg) would likely rally also.
Persistent and broadening inflation
pressures have caused major central banks to turn more
hawkish towards the end of 2021. Their change in rhetoric
has led to a major repricing of market rate expectations: The
Fed funds rate is now expected to exceed 3% in July 2023
and the ECB is expected to hike by 200 bps over the next
two years. Many other G-10 rate expectations have been
similarly repriced. In the “Hard Landing” scenario, inflation
remains entrenched, having become embedded in the labor
markets and central banks. Most notably, the Fed would
continue to tighten policy until they achieve a visible and
pronounced slowdown in growth. Such a policy path may
be required especially if longer-term inflation expectations
become unanchored. This is not the case yet, though there are
some powerful signs pointing in that direction. In the U.S.,
although wage growth has moderated somewhat in recent
months, it is still running at 4.7% (3 months over 3 months
change, annualized) in April, suggesting what may be the
beginning of a price/wage spiral.8 Medium-term consumer
inflation expectations have begun to rise, with University of
Michigan Consumer Expectations over 5-10 years ahead,
increasing to 3% today. The 3% is not a problem by itself. The
indicator reached this level numerous times in the early 2010s,
but the speed with which it rose from just 2.2% in early 2020
does suggest a quickly changing perception of inflation.
2. “HARD LANDING.”

A major slowdown, required to arrest these accelerating
inflation pressures, would be recessionary and

disinflationary given its likely magnitude. As pointed out
by many analysts, most notably in the recent paper by
Domash and Summers,9 the magnitude of labor market
cooling required to reign in wage pressures would typically
be associated with a recession. Historical comparisons
aside, given the likely high-rate sensitivity of most G-10
economies and the large role of the wealth effect in the
recent recovery, a hiking cycle into restrictive territory and
a sell-off in financial and housing markets are likely to
quickly generate a much deeper slowdown than intended,
perhaps a deep recession. The “Hard Landing” scenario
would result in a major bear market in stocks and would
be positive for bonds. We would expect the S&P 500 to
fall while bonds would likely rally by the end of this year.
A loose historical parallel to this scenario would be the
disinflation after WWI when inflation fell from a range
between 12% and 21% during 1917-20 to -16% in 1921.
In this period, the monetary base contracted by 15%
and short-term rates rose by 3%, while many of the
inflationary pressures brought about by the war and the
Spanish flu were already dissipating. U.S. equities suffered
a major bear market, falling over 40% between 1919 and
1921, while government bonds rallied.
The recent hawkish repricing of policy rates, as well as the
central banks’ own guidance, has been elevating the risk of
the “Hard Landing” scenario. However, we do not view it
as the most probable one. This is because, in the case of the
Fed, even if 220 bps worth of hikes materialize over the next
two years as currently priced, with inflation remaining high,
the real Fed funds rate will still remain at 40 bps at the peak
of the cycle, which would be insufficient to cause a hard
landing. For this reason, we assign about a 35% probability
to the “Hard Landing” scenario.
After a series of rate
hikes during the remainder of this year and quantitative
tightening, the U.S. economy does not visibly decelerate.
This is because while interest rates rise, so does underlying
inflation, such that the real Fed funds rate does not
increase sufficiently to achieve its goal. It would be easy for
the Fed or any forecaster to make such a modeling mistake
in this high-inflation environment as Olivier Blanchard
points out.10 This is because so few relevant precedents
of high inflation environments exist and those that do
3. “DOVISH ERROR 1960S STYLE.”

MSIM Global Multi-Asset team estimates; Haver.
Domash, Alex; Summers, Lawrence, February 2022, NBER Working Paper Series, How Tight Are U.S. Labor Markets.
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Blanchard, Olivier, March 2022, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Debating Inflation: And What the Fed Should Do.
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are in the relatively distant past. The last time inflation
was above 7% was between 1973 and 1982, and this is
the only episode that is fully comparable to the current
one. But the models calibrated over recent periods of low
inflation would likely be unable to capture non-linear
shifts in relationships during the current high inflation
environment. Thus, what might appear to be aggressive
rate hikes ends up being insufficient to actually tighten
policy. Trend-like growth with 3%-3.5% core inflation
would be a plausible outcome in this scenario.
From a historical standpoint, the second half of the 1960s
presents the closest analogue when rate hikes lagged
underlying inflation and were insufficient to slow the
economy. Fed funds rose 3.5% in 1964 to 5.7% in 1968 but
inflation accelerated from 1.3% to 4.2% (see Display 2). Thus,
in real terms, Fed funds fell from 2.2% to 1.4%, economic
growth remained strong as GDP growth decelerated from
5.8% to a still high 4.9%, and the labor market tightened
further with unemployment falling from 5.2% to 3.6%.
Display 2: Rate Hikes in the 60s Insufficient to
Tame Inflation
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Display 3: Further Derating of Equities Likely if
Inflation Remains High
US Equity 12-Month Forward PE vs. Inflation-Implied Fair Value
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The path towards this outcome may be less linear and
involve a pronounced slowdown first. Even if the Fed does
hike rates aggressively enough to generate a meaningful
growth slowdown over the next year or so, it would go on
hold quickly and maybe even cut rates to arrest the growth
deceleration. Inflation will have unlikely come down to
trend by then, but it being a lagging indicator, the Fed
might appear confident in anticipating a further moderation
in the context of weakening growth. By this time, headline
inflation would have likely moderated also due to goods
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In this “Dovish Error 1960s Style” scenario, corporate
earnings will likely continue to perform strongly, however,
equity valuations will still be at risk. We would anticipate
further derating of U.S. equities towards a 12-13x forward
P/E which would be more consistent with the elevated
inflation level we would envision. It is unclear how quickly
this derating would proceed given that much of it has
already occurred this year. Further derating to 15.5x forward
P/E from 17.7x today would result in flat equities by the
end of this year as earnings growth would be expected to
offset the multiple compression (see Display 3). Nominal
bonds would likely lose as real yields remain anchored and
inflation breakevens widen. We believe this is the most
likely scenario and estimate its probability at about 50%.
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Percent

US Fed Funds Rate vs. US Headline CPI

supply bottlenecks having been worked out and energy
prices having stabilized. In these conditions, the Fed would
be more comfortable taking the risk of overshooting its
target in order to fulfill its employment part of the mandate
because the degree of the potential overshoot would be
moderate (due to lower core goods and energy prices).
Because inflation would not have been fully wrung out of
the system, the net result of this would be higher-than-target
inflation of 3-3.5% even in the context of trend-like growth.
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We lean more in the direction of the “Dovish Error 1960s
Style” scenario, which envisions inflation being entrenched
because the secular backdrop has recently become even
more inflationary than we previously thought. In our
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previous notes on inflation over the past two years, we
outlined several long-term trends which we thought would
prove inflationary and therefore will not rehash in this
note. They include financial repression that may become
necessary to manage historically elevated debt loads (both
government and private), including debt monetization;
deglobalization due to political fragmentation and
concerns about security of supply; demographics (ageing
globally, end of cheap labor supply growth in Asia); and
decarbonization. The Russia-Ukraine war appears to
have accelerated some of these previously existing trends,
especially fragmentation and repositioning of supply
chains as Russian commodity exports and European
commodity imports get rerouted. Europe’s commitment
to lessen its reliance on fossil fuels has just fast-forwarded
decarbonization efforts previously underway. Additionally,
the cost-based case for commodity price inflation has
become stronger as the risk of supply disruptions has

increased. As structural inflation forces become more
apparent, central banks’ appetites for rate hikes in the face
of supply shocks will likely diminish.
While we are open to a range of possibilities, on balance,
the shift to a sustained higher inflation environment that
may have begun in 2020 remains highly probable today.
However, its implications have yet to be fully appreciated
by investors whose portfolios remain structured for the
“lowflation” environment of the past 10 years. If this
view is right, substantial additional repricing of inflationsensitive assets and strategic asset reallocation likely lies
ahead. We believe strategic additions of inflation hedges to
portfolios are likely to benefit a range of real assets, as well
as lift inflation plays such as inflation bonds and swaps.
As discussed in our prior letters, we believe value equities
stand to significantly outperform in a higher inflation (i.e.,
higher nominal economic growth) environment.

RISK CONSIDERATIONS
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the possibility that the market
values of securities owned by the portfolio will decline and that the value of portfolio shares may therefore be less than what you paid for them.
Market values can change daily due to economic and other events (e.g. natural disasters, health crises, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect
markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult to predict the timing, duration, and potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity) of
events. Accordingly, you can lose money investing in this portfolio. Please be aware that this portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks. In
general, equity securities’ values fluctuate in response to activities specific to a company. Investments in foreign markets entail special risks such as
currency, political, economic, and market risks. The risks of investing in emerging market countries are greater than risks associated with investments
in foreign developed countries. Fixed-income securities are subject to the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest payments (credit
risk), changes in interest rates (interest-rate risk), the creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity (market risk). In a rising interestrate environment, bond prices may fall and may result in periods of volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining interest-rate
environment, the portfolio may generate less income.
Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to interest rate changes. Mortgage- and asset-backed securities (MBS and ABS) are sensitive to
early prepayment risk and a higher risk of default and may be hard to value and difficult to sell (liquidity risk). They are also subject to credit, market
and interest rate risks. Certain U.S. government securities purchased by the Portfolio, such as those issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, are not
backed by the full faith and credit of the United States. It is possible that these issuers will not have the funds to meet their payment obligations in the
future. The issuer or governmental authority that controls the repayment of sovereign debt may not be willing or able to repay the principal and/or
pay interest when due in accordance with the terms of such obligations. Investments in foreign markets entail special risks such as currency, political,
economic, and market risks. The risks of investing in emerging market countries are greater than risks associated with investments in foreign
developed countries. Real estate investment trusts are subject to risks similar to those associated with the direct ownership of real estate and they are
sensitive to such factors as management skills and changes in tax laws. Restricted and illiquid securities may be more difficult to sell and value than
publicly traded securities (liquidity risk). Derivative instruments can be illiquid, may disproportionately increase losses and may have a potentially
large negative impact on the Portfolio’s performance. Trading in, and investment exposure to, the commodities markets may involve substantial risks
and subject the Portfolio to greater volatility.
Nondiversified portfolios often invest in a more limited number of issuers As such, changes in the financial condition or market value of a single
issuer may cause greater volatility. By investing in investment company securities, the portfolio is subject to the underlying risks of that investment
company’s portfolio securities. In addition to the Portfolio’s fees and expenses, the Portfolio generally would bear its share of the investment
company’s fees and expenses.
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DEFINITIONS
The Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the performance of the large-cap
growth segment of the U.S. equity universe. It includes those Russell 1000®
Index companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted
growth values. The Russell 1000® Index is an index of approximately 1,000
of the largest U.S. companies based on a combination of market capitalization
and current index membership.
The Russell 1000® Value Index is an index that measures the performance
of those Russell 1000 companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower
forecasted growth values.
The S&P 500 Total Return Index is an index that consists of 500 stocks chosen
for market size, liquidity and industry group representation. The S&P Index
is a market value weighted index with each stock’s weight proportionate to
its market value. The S&P Index is one of the most widely used benchmarks
of U.S. equity performance. The performance of the S&P Index does not
account for any management fees, incentive compensation, commissions or
other expenses that would be incurred pursuing such strategy. Total return
provides investors with a price-plus-gross cash dividend return. Gross cash
dividends are applied on the ex-date of the dividend.
The S&P GSCI® is a composite index of commodity sector returns representing
an unleveraged, long-only investment in commodity futures that is broadly
diversified across the spectrum of commodities. The returns are calculated
on a fully collateralized basis with full reinvestment. The combination of
these attributes provides investors with a representative and realistic picture
of realizable returns attainable in the commodities markets. Individual
components qualify for inclusion in the S&P GSCI® on the basis of liquidity
and are weighted by their respective world production quantities.
The Sharpe ratio was developed by Nobel laureate William F. Sharpe and
is used to help investors understand the return of an investment compared
to its risk. The ratio is the average return earned in excess of the risk-free
rate per unit of volatility or total risk. Volatility is a measure of the price
fluctuations of an asset or portfolio.
The S&P U.S. Treasury Bond Current 10-Year Index is a one-security index
comprising the most recently issued 10-year U.S. Treasury note or bond.
The MSCI USA Energy Index is designed to capture the large and mid cap
segments of the U.S. equity universe. All securities in the index are classified in
the Energy sector as per the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®).
The MSCI USA Materials Index is designed to capture the large and mid cap
segments of the U.S. equity universe. All securities in the index are classified in
the Materials sector as per the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®).
The S&P GSCI Gold Index, a sub-index of the S&P GSCI, provides investors with
a reliable and publicly available benchmark tracking the COMEX gold future.
Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities, or TIPS, provide protection against
inflation. The principal of a TIPS increases with inflation and decreases with
deflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all
market conditions, and each investor should evaluate their ability to invest
for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market.
A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors.
Separate accounts managed according to the Strategy include a number
of securities and will not necessarily track the performance of any index.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy
carefully before investing. A minimum asset level is required.
For important information about the investment managers, please refer
to Form ADV Part 2.
The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of the author
or the investment team as of the date of preparation of this material and
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are subject to change at any time without notice due to market or economic
conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Furthermore, the views will
not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently
becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after
the date of publication. The views expressed do not reflect the opinions
of all investment personnel at Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(MSIM) and its subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may
not be reflected in all the strategies and products that the Firm offers.
Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may
not actually come to pass. Information regarding expected market returns
and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of
the authors or the investment team. These conclusions are speculative in
nature, may not come to pass and are not intended to predict the future
performance of any specific strategy or product the Firm offers. Future
results may differ significantly depending on factors such as changes in
securities or financial markets or general economic conditions.
This material has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information,
internally developed data and other third-party sources believed to be
reliable. However, no assurances are provided regarding the reliability
of such information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify
information taken from public and third-party sources.
This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and all
information provided has been prepared solely for informational and
educational purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation
to buy or sell any particular security or to adopt any specific investment
strategy. The information herein has not been based on a consideration of any
individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should it
be construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that
end, investors should seek independent legal and financial advice, including
advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment decision.
Charts and graphs provided herein are for illustrative purposes only. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
The indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses, fees or sales
charges. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Any index referred to
herein is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of the
applicable licensor. Any product based on an index is in no way sponsored,
endorsed, sold or promoted by the applicable licensor and it shall not have
any liability with respect thereto.
This material is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department
and should not be regarded as a research material or a recommendation.
The Firm has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to distribute
this material, unless such use and distribution is made in accordance with
applicable law and regulation. Additionally, financial intermediaries are
required to satisfy themselves that the information in this material is
appropriate for any person to whom they provide this material in view of
that person’s circumstances and purpose. The Firm shall not be liable for,
and accepts no liability for, the use or misuse of this material by any such
financial intermediary.
This material may be translated into other languages. Where such a translation
is made this English version remains definitive. If there are any discrepancies
between the English version and any version of this material in another
language, the English version shall prevail.
The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or indirectly
reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a derivative work, performed,
displayed, published, posted, licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted
or any of its contents disclosed to third parties without the Firm’s express
written consent. This material may not be linked to unless such hyperlink
is for personal and non-commercial use. All information contained herein
is proprietary and is protected under copyright and other applicable law.

DISTRIBUTION
This material is only intended for and will only be distributed to persons
resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability would
not be contrary to local laws or regulations.
This material is only intended for and will only be distributed to persons
resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability would not
be contrary to local laws or regulations.
MSIM, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), and
its affiliates have arrangements in place to market each other’s products and
services. Each MSIM affiliate is regulated as appropriate in the jurisdiction
it operates. MSIM’s affiliates are: Eaton Vance Management (International)
Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International Ltd, Calvert Research and
Management, Eaton Vance Management, Parametric Portfolio Associates
LLC, and Atlanta Capital Management LLC.
This material has been issued by any one or more of the following entities:
EMEA:
This material is for Professional Clients/Accredited Investors only.
In the EU, MSIM and Eaton Vance materials are issued by MSIM Fund
Management (Ireland) Limited (“FMIL”). FMIL is regulated by the Central Bank
of Ireland and is incorporated in Ireland as a private company limited by shares
with company registration number 616661 and has its registered address at
The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VC42, Ireland.
Outside the EU, MSIM materials are issued by Morgan Stanley Investment
Management Limited (MSIM Ltd) is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No. 1981121. Registered
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the public in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional investor under section
304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (“SFA”);
(ii) to a “relevant person” (which includes an accredited investor) pursuant
to section 305 of the SFA, and such distribution is in accordance with the
conditions specified in section 305 of the SFA; or (iii) otherwise pursuant to,
and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of
the SFA. This publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore. Australia: This material is disseminated in Australia by Morgan Stanley
Investment Management (Australia) Pty Limited ACN: 122040037, AFSL No.
314182, which accept responsibility for its contents. This publication, and any
access to it, is intended only for “wholesale clients” within the meaning of the
Australian Corporations Act. Calvert Research and Management, ARBN 635 157
434 is regulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S.
laws which differ from Australian laws. Calvert Research and Management is
exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence
in accordance with class order 03/1100 in respect of the provision of financial
services to wholesale clients in Australia.
Japan:
For professional investors, this material is circulated or distributed for
informational purposes only. For those who are not professional investors,
this material is provided in relation to Morgan Stanley Investment Management
(Japan) Co., Ltd. (“MSIMJ”)’s business with respect to discretionary investment
management agreements (“IMA”) and investment advisory agreements (“IAA”).
This is not for the purpose of a recommendation or solicitation of transactions
or offers any particular financial instruments. Under an IMA, with respect to
management of assets of a client, the client prescribes basic management
policies in advance and commissions MSIMJ to make all investment decisions
based on an analysis of the value, etc. of the securities, and MSIMJ accepts
such commission. The client shall delegate to MSIMJ the authorities necessary
for making investment. MSIMJ exercises the delegated authorities based
on investment decisions of MSIMJ, and the client shall not make individual
instructions. All investment profits and losses belong to the clients; principal
is not guaranteed. Please consider the investment objectives and nature of
risks before investing. As an investment advisory fee for an IAA or an IMA,
the amount of assets subject to the contract multiplied by a certain rate
(the upper limit is 2.20% per annum (including tax)) shall be incurred in
proportion to the contract period. For some strategies, a contingency fee
may be incurred in addition to the fee mentioned above. Indirect charges also
may be incurred, such as brokerage commissions for incorporated securities.
Since these charges and expenses are different depending on a contract and
other factors, MSIMJ cannot present the rates, upper limits, etc. in advance.
All clients should read the Documents Provided Prior to the Conclusion of a
Contract carefully before executing an agreement. This material is disseminated
in Japan by MSIMJ, Registered No. 410 (Director of Kanto Local Finance Bureau
(Financial Instruments Firms)), Membership: the Japan Securities Dealers
Association, The Investment Trusts Association, Japan, the Japan Investment
Advisers Association and the Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association.
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